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ABSTRACT
Recently completed NASA-sponsored conceptual studies have culminated in the
identification of promising new technologies for future spark ignition, diesel,
rotary, and turbine engines. This paper reports the results of a NASAin-house
preliminary assessment study that compares these four powerplant types in
several general aviation applications. The evaluation consisted of installing
each powerplant type in"rubberized"aircraft which are sized to accomplish
fixed missions. The primary evaluation criteria include projected aircraft
cost, total ownership cost, and mission fuel.
INTRODUCTION
Four recent NASA-sponsored conceptual studies have identified several promising
engine technologies applicable to the 9eneral aviation field. Advanced light-
weight diesels (ref. I), stratified-charge rotaries (ref. 2), inexpensive gas
turbines (ref. 3-7), and spark-ignited reciprocating engines (ref. 8) were
defined and then compared individually to current-technology reciprocating
engines for several general aviation applications. Each study concluded that
major improvements were possible. But because only a few applications were
considered in each study, and the mission definitions varied from one study
to the others, it is difficult to compare these alternative powerplant types
with each other on a consistent basis. The results presented herein address
that issue and are based principally on engine characteristics supplied by
the competing engine companies. NASAassumptions were used only when required
information was otherwise unavailable.
The results presented in this paper are preliminary in the sense that NASA
has not yet attempted to resolve seemingly inconsistent or controversial
assumptions, particularly in the level of technology advancement represented.
The contractors assumed different levels of technology within engine types,
thus, defining comparable technology and relative risk between engine types
is further complicated. No attempt is made to define the inter-engine relative
technology levels at this time. The results, then, represent only the first
phase in a continuing assessment process. As time progresses, further defini-
tion of the improvements and risks involved in each engine type will require
re-evaluation of the engine assumptions. In fact, this study was undertaken
primarily to generate parametric sensitivity data to facilitate later modifi-
cations--either by NASAor others--under differing scenarios. Hence, at this
stage, no conclusions are offered concerning the relative attractiveness of
the competing engine types. Though overall trends are sometimes apparent, the
engine ranking is subject to considerable shifting due to the preliminary
nature of the engine performance, weight, and cost assumptions.
The engines were evaluated for eleven fixed-wing and two rotary-wing applica-
tions. This evaluation consisted of installing each engine type in a "rub-
berized" aircraft which is sized to accomplish each fixed mission. Three
N%I-/c 67- t-
figuresof merit were used to compareengine performance: aircraftacquisi-
tion cost, missionfuel, and five-yeartotal ownershipcost (TOC). TOC is
based on 500 hr/yearutilizationand is definedin Table I.
SYMBOLS
AC acquisition cost, 1977 $
BSFC(SFC) brake specific fuel consumption, Ib/HP-hr
Cd cooling drag, % aircraft drag
Ce engine cost, 1977 $/HP
Cf fuel cost, 1977 S/gal.
L/D lift-to-drag ratio
MC maintenance cost, $/flight-hr
OEM original equipment manufacturer
TBO time between overhaul, flight-hr
SHP shaft horsepower, HP
SIR spark ignited reciprocating engine
We engine weight, Ib/HP
Wf mission fuel weight, Ib
ANALYSlS
Engine Technology Levels
Three terms will be used to differentiate different versions within each engine
type: current, advanced and very advanced technology. Current technology is
defined as circa 1980 production engines, except for the diesel and rotary
where no aircraft production engines are available (prototypes were used in-
stead). Since no relative technology level assessment has been completed
between engine types, the terms advanced and very advanced technology define
relative technology levels within particular engine types, but do not neces-
sarily represent comparable technology levels between types. Aggressive research
programs would be required to enable production versions of these engines by the
early 1990's.
Engine Design Assumptions
Spark-lgnited Reciprocating Engines - The engine design features for the Spark-
Ignited Reciprocating (SIR) engine (ref. 8) are defined in figure I. The current
technology version serves as the baseline engine from which the improvements of
all of the other engines are measured. This current technology engine is natu-
rally aspirated below I0,000 foot cruise altitude and turbocharged above I0,000
foot. The advanced and very advanced versions are both turbocompounded. Since
a turbocharger is necessary to achieve superior performance, no naturally-
aspirated version was considered.
3The current and advanced SIR engines use a homogeneouscharge of aviation
gasoline while the very advanced version uses a stratified-charge, which
provides multifuel capability. This capability becomes increasingly
important as aviation gasoline becomes scarcer and more expensive.
The cooling drag penalty for the current technology SIR was assumed to
increase the aircraft drag by I0 percent. Reference 9 indicates cooling
drag to be 5-20 percent of aircraft drag. A 50 percent reduction in SIR
cooling drag is predicted in reference I0 due to better cooling techniques
and better nacelle-cooling system integration. This 50 percent reduction
was assumed for the advanced technology version, while a 65 percent reduc-
tion was assumed for the very advanced version relative to a current SIR.
Rotary Engines - The engine design features for future rotary engines (ref. 2)
are shown in figure 2. The major emphasis of the rotary study was directed
at an advanced technology version, though a lower-level effort did postulate
a more advanced version, herein labeled very advanced. Both versions used a
stratified-charged fuel injection system that provides multifuel capability.
The advanced version is supercharged, while the very advanced version is pres-
sure compounded. Both versions require a turbocharger to achieve high perform-
ance and both are liquid cooled. The advanced version is assumed to have 65
percent less cooling drag than a current SIR, while the very advanced version
is assumed to have negligible cooling drag.
One of the design features of the very advanced rotary is the retracting
apex seal. This retracting seal allows higher engine RPMwithout excessive
seal wear. Higher RPMpermits higher airflows and thus higher horsepower
from the same size engine.
Diesel Engine - The engine design features for the lightweight diesel (ref. I-)
are shown in figure 3. Both the advanced version and the very advanced version
are two-stroke radial designs having the same cooling requirements as comparable
technology SIR versions.
One of the unique design features of these diesels is the independent turbo-
charger loop. Along with the turbocharger compressor and turbine, a burner
is also provided with the necessary ducting to allow the airflow to bypass
the diesel and thereby permit the turbocharger to act as an independent
auxiliary power unit. While this feature adds cost and complexity to the
engine, it also offers some significant design improvements. This indepen-
dent loop permits the turbocharger to provide auxiliary power while on the
ground without the necessity of starting the entire powerplant. Many of
. the starting problems (hot, cold, and restart) associated with diesel engines
are eliminated by first starting the turbocharger loop to preheat the air.
Since high diesel compression ratios are normally required only for accept-
able starting performance, the independent turbocharger loop allows the
engine to be designed for much lower compression ratios. The lower compression
ratio results in lower stresses and lighter recip-related component weights.
The turbocharger is a key component in the diesel design. It is required to
operate well beyond current turbocharger capability. With the high turbo-
charger pressure ratio, the engine exhaust air does not contain sufficient
energy to power the turbochargerabove 17,000foot cruisealtitudes. To
eliminateexcessivethrust lapse at high altitudesit is necessaryto burn
fuel in the turbochargerloop to add additionalenergy to the turbineinlet
air. A correspondingBSFC penaltywas chargedto the engine as shown in
figure 4.
TurbineEngines- The enginedesign featuresfor the inexpensivegas turbine
are shown in figure 5. The turbine engines used in the present study!are
representative of those proposed by the General Aviation Turbine Engine (GATE)
contractors (refs. 4-7). These studies addressed only one level of technology,
herein termed advanced technology, with the major effort aimed at engine cost
reduction, while still achieving some performance improvement. The turbine
engine is assumed to take advantage of the 40 percent cost reduction projected
for GATElow-cost manufacturing techniques with another 25 percent cost reduc-
tion predicted for large production rates (around I0,000 engines/year per
manufacturer}.
An additional cost reduction method considered in the GATEstudies was the
common-core engine family. The core engine has a single-stage, 9:1 pressure
•ratio centrifugal compressor driven by a single-stage radial turbine. As
the horsepower requirements increase a single-stage axial compressor, a
single-stage axial turbine as well as an identical set of gearbox components
are added to obtain a 12:1 pressure ratio machine with about 70 percent
higher horsepower.
Only one level of technology is presented for the turbine engine. Though
a more advanced version can be configured, its relationship to the low-cost
GATEtheme is difficult to determine. An expensive turbine engine could
be cost prohibitive in light general aviation airplanes.
InstallationPenalties
Engine installation penalties are shown in Table 2. The SIR and rotary engines
are assumed to obtain the air conditioning and pressurization requirements from
the turbocharger and no penalty was assessed to the engine. The diesel, with
its high turbocharger design pressure ratio, did not have sufficient energy in
the engine exhaust gas to supply the air conditioning and pressurization re-
quirements for the entire flight regime, thus a 4 percent horsepower penalty
was charged to the diesel. The turbine engine installation penalties are
assessed differently from its positive displacement counterparts. While the
power requirements for the alternator, fuel pumpand oil pumpare similar, the
turboprop air conditioning and cabin pressurization requirements are not
obtained from a turbocharger or as a horsepower penalty from the shaft.
Instead, the turbine engine meets these requirements using compressor dis-
charge air which causes significant BSFCpenalties. This pressurization require-
ment need not take this form; instead, an auxiliary shaft-driven compressor or
midstage bleed could be utilized to reduce the BSFCpenal tymarkedly. However,
it is assumed herein that compressor discharge bleed will be used to satisify
the air conditioning and pressurization requirements (I to 1½ Ib/min/pass com-
pressor discharged bleed was assumed),
EnginePerformanceAssumptions
BSFC Assumptions- ProjectedcruiseBSFC for each engine type, along with the
correspondingpercentimprovementrelativeto their currenttechnologyver-
sions are shown in figure 6,for 350 thermodynamicSHP at sea level static
standardconditions. A 20 percentBSFC improvementover currentstate-of-the-
art is projectedfor the advancedturboprop. This improvementis primarilydue
- to improvedcomponentefficienciesand more efficientthermodynamiccycle (made
possibleby materialimprovementsand lower coolingrequirements).The BSFC
for the advancedSIR is projectedto improve20 percentas a resultof higher
design brake mean effectivepressure (BMEP),more efficientcombustion, and
turbocompounding.A further5 percentBSFC improvementis projectedfor the
very advancedversiondue to charge stratification.A 20 and 30 percentBSFC
improvementisprojectedforthe advancedand very advancedrotaryengines.
In the advancedversion,this improvementis due to bettercombustion(stratified
charge),higher BMEP and apex seal improvements. The BSFC improvementsfor the
very advancedversionare a resultof the above with the additionaladvantage
of pressurecompounding. The advanceddiesel's8 percentimprovement is a
result of more efficientcombustionand reducedfrictionlosses,while the 20
percentimprovementprojectedfor the very advancedversionis a resultof the
added benefitsof higherBMEP and reducedcoolinglosses. The diesel BSFC
accountsfor fuel burned in the turbochargerloop at high altitudes. Below
17,000feet this fuel burningis not necessaryand the diesel BSFC is lower
(figure4). The assumedeffectsof engine size on BSFC are shown in figure7
as a functionof rated power (forturbineenginesthis is assumedto be iden-
tical to "thermodynamichorsepower",that is, maximumdeliverablepower without
gearboxor any other limitations).All positivedisplacementenginesare assumed
to follow the same BSFC trendswith horsepower. The turbopropBSFC is much more
sensitiveto size effectsthan positivedisplacementenginesin this horsepower
range due to limitationson end wall clearancesand manufacturingtolerances,
and the dominanceof the boundrylayer in the flow path. TurbopropBSFC is
also dependenton speed and altitude. The turbopropBSFC curve is regressed
throughthe BSFC pointsused in the study as calculatedat each aircraftcruise
condition(usinga NASA in-housethermodynamicdesign point code which accounts
for speed,altitudeand size effects). The break in the turbopropcurve at 300
horsepoweris due to a change from a 9:1 overallpressureratio below 300 horse-
power to 12:l above in accordancewith the commoncore conceptreferredto
earlier.
Engine Weight Assumptions - Engine installed specific weight comparisons are
shown in figure 8. The already lightweight turboprop is predicted to improve
a relatively modest 20 percent due mainly to reduced airflow (higher specific
power) resulting from higher cycle temperatures. The use of higher compressor
and turbine loadings which permit fewer stages also contributes to lower weight.
The 17 and 30 percent projected weight reductions for the advanced and very
advanced SIRaredue to turbocompounding, higher BMEPand lighter materials
(titanium parts). The I0 and 40 percent weight reduction predicted for the
advanced and very advanced rotary engines, respectively, are the result of
higher BMEP, turbosupercharging, higher RPMand pressure compounding. Com-
posite materials are also being considered for the very advanced rotary. The
large 35 and 45 percent weight reductions for the advanced and very advanced
diesel are a result of turbosupercharging, higher RPM, lighter materials,
higher BMEPand elimination of the scavenging blower.
Currenttechnologyturbopropshave significantlylower specificweightsthan
their positivedisplacementcounterparts. However,with the largeweight
reductionsprojectedfor the rotaryand diesel engines,the turbopropweight
advantageis drasticallyreduced. The effectof engine size on specific
weight is shown in figure9. These curves are basedonexistingweighttrendsfor
all engine types except the diesel. The diesel sizingeffectswere supplied
by the authorsof referenceI.
EngineCost Assumptions- Althoughengineoriginalequipmentmanufacturer
(OEM)cost estimateswere providedto NASA by the contractors,they were
essentiallyrough estimatesbased on controversialassumptions. To avoid
the appearanceof accuracywhere none exists,none of their projectedengine
costs were utilizedherein. Instead,as shown in figure lO, each enginewas
assumedto cost $40/SHP (above250 SHP) except the naturally-aspiratedcur-
rent technologySIR which was set at $30/SHP. Higher costs were assumedfor
smallerengine sizes in conformancewith existingcost trends. Interestingly,
most of the contractors'estimateswere in the neighborhoodof $40/SHPincluding
those for the turboprop(whichrepresentsa 65 percentdecreasedue to advanced
manufacturingtechniquesand largerproductionrates). Differentcost assump-
tions can be handledthroughthe use of sensitivitycoefficientspresentedin
appendixA where examplesare also provided.
EngineTBO and MaintenanceCost Assumptions- Time betweenoverhaul(TBO) and
enginemaintenancecost assumptionsare shown in figuresII and 12, respectively.
Since turbineengines have historicallyhad longerTBO and lower maintenance
cost than positivedisplacementengines,the majorityof the GATE contractors
did not specificallyinvestigatepossibleimprovementsin these areas. The
diesel contractordid investigateand projectimprovementsin TBO and mainten-
ance cost. The rotarycontractordid not supplyTBO and maintenanceinformation
(exceptfor the TBO of the advancedversion);NASA arbitrarilyassumedit to
have the same requirementsas the diesel. Thus, when comparingthe projected
TBO and maintenancecost of the advancedturbineenginesto the advanceddiesel
and rotary engines,the tubropropadvantageis significantlylower than com-
paringactual TBO and maintenancecost of currentturbineenginesto current
positivedisplacementengines.
Severalother engine assumptionsare shown in Table 3. The diesel,rotary,and
SIR engines have nominalcriticalaltitudesof 17,000,20,000,and 21,000 feet
respectively. The diesel and the SIR are assumedto cruiseat 70 percentmaxi-
mum rated power,while the rotarycruisesat 75 percentpower. Gas turbines
are assumed to cruise at 2140OF (typcialGATE value). Engineswhich do not
have multifuelcapabilitywere assumedto use aviationgasolineat $1.10/gallon
($1977)while engineshavingmultifuelcapabilitywere assumedto use Jet A fuel
at $1.O0/gallon.Forthe fixed wing missions,an 87 percentpropellerefficiency
was assumedwith SIR and diesel engines,while slightlyhigherpropellereffi-
ciencieswere assumedwith rotaryand turbineenginesdue to less engine vibra-
tion.
Aircraftand Missions
A plot of design cruisealtitudeand speed for the 13 missionsis given in
figure 13. Each mission is assigneda numberfor labelingpurposes. These
7missionsare furtherdefinedin Table 4. Two groupsof aircraftare presented:
(1) Current--resemblingtoday'saircraftand missions,but slightlybetter
airframetechnology,and (2) Futuristic--similarto MalcolmHarned'sspecula-
tion (ref.ll) with 15 percentreductionin aircraftempty weight, 15 percent
reductionin aircraftzero-liftdrag, enginessubmergedin the fuselage,higher
wing loadingand aspect ratios,full-spanFowlerflaps,and highercruise
speedsand altitudes.
The currentaltitudelimit shown in figure13 is the approximatelimit imposed
on currentpositivedisplacementenginesdue to turbochargingcapability.
Projectedimprovementsin turbochargingtechnologywill raise this limit. The
high altitudemissions7 and II were includedspecificallyto investigatepos-
sible shifts in rankingdue to (1) the criticalaltitudeassumptionsfor the
positivedisplacementenginesand _2) the lapse rate and cabin pressurization
lossesof the turboprop.
RESULTS
Figures14-16 presenttrend curves for the fixed-wingmissionsand are used
to illustratethe major results. More specificinformationfor each mission
is presentedalong with sensitivityinformationin appendixA. These results
were obtainedusing the GeneralAviationSynthesisProgram(GASP)described
in reference12.
The missions in these figuresare grouped in order of increasingcruisealti-
tude and, within each altitudegroup, in order of increasingcruisespeed.
The projectedfuel savingsfor the 25,000foot altitudemissionsare 25-35
percentfor the advancedtechnologyversionsand 35-50 percentfor the very
advancedversions(figure14). About 5 percentlower fuel savingsoccur for
the lO,O00 foot altitudemissions. This is a consequenceof selectinga
naturally-aspiratedSIR (with its 7 percentbetter BSFC) for the lower altitude
baselinebut a turbochargedSIR for the higheraltitudeswhile assumingthat
all future engineswould requirethe turbochargerto meet engineweight and
BSFC projectionseven at low altitudes.
Exceptfor the turboprop,not much sensitivityis shown in the resultsto
missiondefinition. This reflectsthe moderatedifferencesin BSFC and engine
weight among enginetypes as displayedin figures7 and 9. Due to its light-
ness, the turbopropcompetesrelativelywell at 25,000feet, but for the lower
and slowermissions (l, 2, 3, 5), it does not, becauseits efficiencydrops
for small sizes and power loading is low. Overall,the advancedpositive-
displacementenginescompeteso closelywith each other that no clear-cut
rankingis apparent. Even for the very advancedversions,which show more
spread,the differencesdisplayedcould easily shift with differing(but
equallyplausible)assumptions. The very advancedrotary is shown to be the
most fuel efficienttype due to its low weight,low BSFC, zero coolingdrag,
and high cruise power rating (75 percent). However,it is also judged to
entail the most technologicalrisk and is probablyfurtherinto the future
than other types.
8The relativeshift in the diesel'spositionbetweenthe 25,000 foot mission
and the lower altitudemissionsstems from a necessityto burn supplementary
fuel (figure4) in the turbochargerloop above the 17,000foot criticalalti-
tude to preventa seriouspower lapse. Finally,it shouldbe noted that the
fuel savingsare shown in terms of fuel weight ratherthan fuel cost. The
actual cost savingsare about 15 percentgreaterdue to the fuel densityand
price advantageof Jet A and dieselfuel comparedto aviationgasoline. The
turbopropand diesel alreadyutilizethe lower grade fuels while the rotary
and SIR types currentlydo not (bothadvancedrotaryversionsplus the very
advancedSIR would too, but not the advancedSIR).
Aircraftacquisitioncost reductionpotentialis shown in figure 15. Very
littlecost reductionpotentialis shown for the lO,O00foot cruise altitude
missionsbecausethe higherengine cost necessaryfor the turbochargedadvanced
engine (a 25 percentcost reductionwas assumedfor the non-turbochargedSIR
base) offsetsthe structuralcost savingsbroughtabout by lower engine and
fuel weights. The higheraltitudemissions,with a turbochargedbase, show
a substantialacquisitioncost reductionfor the advancedtechnologyengines.
This indicatesthat less expensive,naturally-aspiratedversionsof these
enginesmight offer substantialcost reductionpotentialfor the low altitude
mission,providedlarge BSFC and engineweight penaltiesdo not occur.
The turbopropsuffersa downwardshift in relativerankinggoing from the
lO,O00 to the 25,000foot missions. This is a resultof the turboproplapse
rate and pressurizationrequirementsnecessitatinglargersea level horsepower.
This higher horsepowerrequirementincursboth enginecost and weight penal-
ties to the airplane.
Five-yearTotal OwnershipCost (TOC)reductionpotentialis shown in figure 16
Ten to 35 percentimprovementsare shown for the lower altitudesand 20-45 per-
cent gains at the high altitudes. For this criterion,the turboprop'sranking
improvesconsiderablydue to its low maintenancecost. While the spreadin
rankingis fairly broad,with the rotary still on top and the SIR at the bottom,
the overall interpretationis that all of these alternativesoffer substantial
improvementpotentialand, therefore,all shouldbe retainedas competitive
candidates.
The maximumrated horsepowerforecastedfor the lO,O00,16,000,and 25,000 foot
cruise altitudemissionsare shown in figure 17. The range coveredby these
missionswas I00-500horsepower/engine.For the positivedisplacementengine,
the very advancedrotary requiredthe least horsepowerdue to its high cruise
power rating (75 percent),zero coolingdrag, light weight,and high propeller
efficiency. The turbopropwith zero coolingdrag, lightestweight,and higher
propellerefficiencywould be expectedto have the lower horsepowerrequire-
ments. At the lO,O00foot cruise altitudemission, this is the case; however,
at the higher altitudes,the turboproplapse rate resultsin high sea level Dower
ratings. Also note that as the cruisespeed is increasedat a given altitude,
the turboproprelativehorsepoweris slightlyreduced. This is due to forward
velocityeffectsas well as a secondaryeffectfrom favorableengine sizing
effects. Missions7 and II, which are not shown in this figure,have horse-
power requirementsbetween450 and lO00 horsepower,with the turboproprequiring
significantlymore horsepowerthan its positivedisplacementcounterparts.
9The effect of the futuristicairframes,definedearlier,is to reduce the drag
and power loadingof the airplane. For a constantmissionthis somewhatlessens
the importanceof potentialpowerplantimprovements. In this study, however,
the futuristicairframeswere combinedwith futuristicmissions (havinghigher
cruise altitudesand speeds). The highercruise altitudesand high wing loadings
producehigherL/D, thus decreasingthe power loading,however,the highercruise
speeds increasethe power loading. Thus the combinationof futuristicaircraft
and missionsresultedin only minor differencesin power loadingand projected
aircraftimprovements.
. Figure 18 shows the percentimprovementin the three figuresof merit for the
two helicoptermissions. The resultsare similarto the fixed-wingmissions.
The turboshaftfuel reductionpotentialis considerablylower than the other
engine types, but the acquisitionand maintenancecost advantagesare suffi-
cient to make it competitiveto the other enginetypes on a vehicleacquisition
cost or TOC basis.
HighAltitudeMissions
cruisingaltitudesas high as 30,000to 45,000 feet have been suggestedfor
some futuregeneralaviationairplanes. While this is a controversialissue,
missions7 and II were, nevertheless,includedto explorethe ramifications
of such extremealtitudeson powerplantselection. Currentproductionturbo-
chargedSIR enginesare not normallycapableof flying these high altitude
missionsdue to turbochargerlimitations. However,it is felt that an oppor-
tunitymay exist to substantiallyimproveturbochargertechnologyand thereby
permit operationat higher cruisealtitudes. If so, then advancedpositive
displacementengineswould have the advantageof avoidingthe high power laspe
sufferedby turboprops,providedthe complexityand penaltiesassociatedwith
high altitude turbochargers(yetto be determined)do not overshadowthe laspe
rate advantage. As altitudeincreases,lower atmosphericpressurerequires
higher turbochargerpressureratiosto achievethe same manifoldair density,
thus the same horsepower. The diesel and rotary,with their high pressure
ratiosrequiredfor turbosuperchargingare more susceptibleto havinginsuf-
ficientexhaustgas energy to power the turbochargerthan the SIR. In fact,
above 17,000feet, the proposeddieselmust supplysupplementaryenergy by
burningfuel in the turbochargerloop combustor. Therefore,the very advanced
SIR was chosen to comparewith the advancedturbopropto determinethe effect
of high altitudeson powerplantselection.
Another issue is the increasinglymore difficultprovisionfor cabin pressuri-
zationat higheraltitudes. Pistonengineadvocatesargue that this requirement
penalizesthe turbopropmore than the pistonenginessince turbochargerscan
supplycabin air at negligiblepenalty. While this is true at low altitudes,
it is not clear it will remain so at higheraltitudesdue to insufficientexhaust
energy to power the turbocharger. Also, cabin pressurizationfor turbopropsneed
not take the form of compressordischargebleed;an auxiliarylow-pressureshaft-
driven compressoror midstage bleed could be used to reducethe turboproppenalty
markedly. Nevertheless,it is assumedhereinthat compressordischargebleed
would be used to pressurizeturbopropaircraftand that no penaltyfor pressuri-
zation would be incurredby the SIR.
I0
The resultsof varyingthe cruisealtitudewith these assumptionsare displayed
in figure 19. These resultsare for mission II, an 8-placeexecutivetwin
with a nominal45,000 foot cruisealtitude. Similarresultswere obtainedfor
mission7, a 6-placehigh performancesingle. The solid SIR curve represents
a SIR enginewith an ideal turbocharger--onecapableof providing70 percent
enginerated power regardlessof altitudeand withoutany weight or BSFC penal-
ties. The projectedairplaneperformanceimprovescontinuouslywith higher
cruisealtitude,reflectingbetter aircraftL/D (wing loadingwas not optimized
for maximumL/D as altitudevaried). The dashed SIR curve representsa SIR
engineusing a turbochargerwith a criticalaltitudeof 21,000feet. (The laspe
rate above this criticalaltitudewas providedby the contractor.) This engine
is able to provide70 percentpower to about 35,000feet, and then decreases
to 56 percentat 45,000 feet.
The turboproppoweredairplaneperformanceis not only affectedby improving
L/D, but also by the turboproppower lapse and cabin pressurizationpenalty.
The power lapse must be offset by an increasein engine size--theimproving
BSFC associatedwith the largerengine is offset by the accompaningweight
and cost penalties.As can be seen in the figure,the idealizedSIR is about
lO percentbetter than the turbopropin terms of fuel and TOC and, about 25
percentbetter in terms of acquisitioncost at 45,000 feet. The 21,000 foot
criticalaltitudeSIR is comparableto the turbopropin terms of fuel and TOC
but has about a 20 percentadvantagein acquisitioncost. Up to about 35,000
feet, the turbopropis superior. At higheraltitudes,the SIR may be better
if very high criticalaltitudescan be successfullyachievedwithout signifi-
cant penalties.
SensitivityTo EngineParameters
The precedingcomparisonswere based on preliminaryengine performancecalcu-
lationswhich incorporatedspeculativetechnologylevels,inconsistentassump-
tions betweenmultiplecontractors,etc. Hence,the specificcomparisons
betweenengine types are subjectto modificationas more credibleengine data
becomesavailablein the future. An extensivebody of parametricvariations
is presentedin appendixA so that the precedingresultsmay be correctedfor
variationsin BSFC, engineweight,O.E._enginecost, enginemaintenancecost,
coolingdrag and fuel cost. To illustratethe relativeimportanceof each
engine assumption,graphicalexamplesare given in figures20-22,which show
the effect of varyingthe BSFC, engineweight,O.E.M.enginecostand engine
maintenancecost on projectedTOC and mission fuel. These examplesare for
mission lO, a 6-placebusinesstwin. Figure20 shows the effect that varying
the engine BSFC has on TOC and missionfuel. Similarly,figure 21 shows the
effectof varyingengine weight. Both BSFC and engineweight can be predicted
with reasonableaccuracy. A lO percentengineweight variation,for any one
engine type, causes its projectedimprovementsto shift only slightlywith
respectto the other engine types,while a lO percentBSFC change causes sig-
nificantshiftingin the relativeengine ranking. The nominalvalues assumed
previouslyare denotedwith symbolson each line.
The effectsof variationsin engine O.E.M. cost and enginemaintenancecost
on aircraftTOC is shown in figure22. The maintenancecost shown here
includesoverhaulcost reserves. A lO percentvariationin engineO.E.M.
cost for one engine type does not cause significantshiftingin engine ranking
while a lO percentvariationon maintenancecost will producesome relative
shiftingbetweenengine types. EngineO.E.M. and maintenancecosts for these
advancedenginescannot be predictedwith any degreeof accuracyat this time.
II
Largevariationsin theseparametersfor anyengineare possibleand can cause
significantshiftingin relativeengineranking.
Sensitivityto MissionParameters
The effectsof cruisespeed,cruiserangeandaircraftutilizationon projected
aircraftimprovementsformissionlO are shownin figures23-25. In these
figures,theveryadvancedtechnologyversionsof eachpositivedisplacement
engineare comparedwith eachotherandwiththe advancedturbopropas well.
As cruisespeedis increased,all enginetypesshowincreasingrelativeimprove-
ment in all threefiguresof merit(figure23}. Thoughactualfuelburned,
acquisitioncostandTOC worsenwith speedfor all advancedenginetypes,the
currenttechnologySIRengine,whichtheyare comparedagainst,worsensat a
fasterrate. As the speedincreasesthe higheraircraftpowerloadingoffers
the lighter,more efficientenginesmorepotentialfor improvement.The turbo-
propwiththe lowestspecificweight,favorableperformancescalingtrends,and
forwardvelocityeffectshas a significantlylargerrateof improvementhanthe
otherenginetypes. In thisparticularcase,the turboprop-poweredaircraft
wouldappearat leastcomparableto all the veryadvancedpositivedisplacement
enginesin all threefiguresof meritif the cruisespeedwereraisedabove350
knots.
The effectof cruise range on the three figuresof merit is shown in figure
24. All engine types producedslightlygreaterimprovementsas range increased,
however,no significantshift in engine rankingoccurredover a wide band of
cruise range. Hence, for the short missionsflown by generalaviation,range is
not an improtantparameterin choosingan alternativepowerplant.
The effect of aircraftutilizationon TOC is shown in figure 25. Some shifting
in relativerankingoccurs below 500 hours/yearutilizationdue to the effect of
acquisitioncost. Above 500 hours/yearoperatingcost becomesmore important
and the utilizationhas littleeffecton the choice of an alternativepowerplant.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
This study has comparedfour proposedalternativeenginetypes for future gen-
eral aviation. Each of these enginesoffers substantialaircraftefficiency
and economicimprovementsin terms of aircrafttotal ownershipcost, acquisition
cost and missionfuel. The rotaryappearsvery promisingdue to its very low
weight, BSFC and coolingdrag. However,its advantagescould easily be lost
if it cannot achievethese goals--especiallysince differencesin enginecost
and technologyrisk were not taken into account. The diesel offers large advan-
tages due to its good BSFC and relativelylight weight,but the presentdesign
sufferslarge BSFC penaltiesat high altitudes. The turboprop,despitepoor
BSFC,iscompetitivedue to its low weight,zero coolingdrag, and low maintenance
cost, especiallyfor missionswith high cruise speeds,but this competitiveness
dependson meeting the forecastedlarge engine cost reductions. The SIR has
similarperformanceto the diesel,but loses economiccompetitivenessdue to
its large maintenancecost. Maintenancecost forecastingis difficult,and
projectionsmay differ greatlyfrom the actual cost. The presentedsensitivity
data permitscomparisonof engine types using differentassumptionsfrom the
nominalones used in thisreportand also permitsevaluationof the benefitof
incrementalchangesin engineparameters.
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To comparethese alternativepowerplantsgloballyinvolvesconsiderationsof
many more characteristicsthan the three figuresof merit presentedherein.
Engine vibration,emission,noise, reliabilityand other factorsmust all be
taken into account. With the relativeclosenessof the projectedimprove-
ments and the uncertaintyof engineassumptions,it is prematureto draw firm
conclusionsregardingthe relativeattractivenessof the alternativeengines.
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APPENDIXA
ENGINEPARAMETERSENSITIVITIES
One of the primary purposes of this study was to present sensitivity infor-
mation to adjust the foregoing results for changes in the assumed engine
characteristics. Sensitivity coefficients for total ownership cost, acqui-
sition cost, and mission fuel with changes in cruise BSFC, installed engine
specific weight, specific O.E.M. engine cost, fuel cost, and cooling drag
are given in the bottom halves ofTables AI-AI3. The base values of the three
figures of merit as well as the assumed engine parameters are given in the
top halves of the Tables.
To illustrate the use of this sensitivity data and as a check on its accuracy,
consider the problem of estimating potential aircraft improvements due to
very advanced technology given the improvements for advanced technology. To
do this for mission I0, we note from Table AIO that the baseline improvements
for the advanced SIR, for example, are:
mission fuel, Wf - 30.6%
A/C acquisition cost, AC - 7.8%
total ownership cost, TOC - 19.8%
These improvements stem from the following engine assumptions (Table 7):
specific fuel consumption, SFC - 0.361 Ib/hp-hr
specific fuel weight, We - 1.42 Ib/hp
specific engine cost, Ce - 40.0 $/hp (OEMI
engine maintenance cost, MC - 16.57 $/fl-hr
engine cooling drag, CD - 5.0 %
fuel cost, Cf - I.I $/gal
For the very advanced SIR, the engine assumptions are (Table 7):
SFC - .334 Ib/hp-hr
We - 1.20 Ib/hp
Ce - 40.0 $/hp (OEM)
MC - 15.56 $/fl-hr
CD - 3.5 %
Cf - 1.0 $/gal
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Using these values plus the sensitivitydata in the lower portionof Table AIO
yields the estimatedaircraftimprovementsfor a very advancedSIR:
%AWf= %AWf+ _Wf (SFC- SFC)+ BWf (_ee- We)+ _Wf (_-_ CD)@SFC _ BCD
= 30.6 + 214 (.361 - .334)+ 6.5 (I.42 - 1.20) + 0.73 (5.0- 3.5)
= 38.9 (Actualvalueis 39.2,fromTableAl4)
@AC IS-#-CSFC)+ @AC_ @AC,7- BAC (_-_ CD)%AAC= %AAC+ _ - BTe e'We) +BTe_'e-Ce) +_ -
= 7.8+29 (.361- .334)+ 4.6 (1.42-1.20)+0.39 140.0-40.0)+ 0.25(5.0-3.5)
= lO.O (Actualvalue is I0.8)
•@TOCI_- SFC)+BTOC -- .@TOC,-_-Ce)+ @TOC(_-_MC)%ATOC= %ATOC*_ @-Te (We-We).B-_-e_e- @MC -
+ BTOC (__Cf). BTOC
BCf ._ (_- CD)
= 19.8+76 (.361- .334)+ 5.210.42- 1.20)+ 0.33(40.0-40.0)+ 0.8206.57 - 15.56)
+ I07(.183-.149)+ 0.48(5.0-3.5)
= 28.2 (Actualvalue is 26.1)
In the above, bars over valuesdenote baselinevalues and the cost of fuel is
convertedto a $/Ib basis by dividingby the fuel density (i.e.,for AV gas,
Cf = l.lO/6.0= 0.183 $/Ib and for Jet A, Cf = 1.0/6.7- 0.149 $/Ib).
Resultsfor the SIR, diesel,and rotaryare displayedin Table Al4 and indicate
good agreementbetweenestimatedand actualvalues.
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T,LE_I. - TOTALO_HERSHIPCOST(TOC)ASSUHPTIONS
5 YEARPERIODOFOWNERSHIP
TOC- ACQUISITIONCOST. OPERAT_GCOST. IHTEREST-RESALEVALUE[i
MHERE:
Acquisition Cost Is the total retail price of the aircraft
Operattn9 Cost ts basedon 500 hr/yr utilization and tncludes
fuel, o11, Inspection and maintenance, overhaul
reserve, Insurance, storage and FAAtax
Interest ts basedon a 5 year loan with a 20_ downpaymentand
a 10_ tnterest rate
Resale Value t$ assumedto be 70_ of acquisition cost
TABLE2. - ACCESSORYPOWEREQUIREMENTS
ENGINE ALTERNATOR FUELPUMP OIL PUMP A/C & PRESSURIZATION
TYPE REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS
SIR 3.7 HP 1.4 HP 0.5 HP 0
Rotary 3.7 HP 1.4 HP O.S HP 0
Diesel 5.0 HP 3.5 HP 0.5 HP lO HP
Turboprop 5.0 HP for Slngle 8.0 HP for Twin 1.0 - 1.5 Iblmlnlpass
CompressorDischarge
Air
Note:-Requirementsare quotedfor a completealrcraftand are basedon a 350 horsepowerdeslgn. For
a11 englnetypesexceptthe turboprop,theserequirementsare 1|nearlyscaledwith enginesize.
The turboproprequirementsare assumedf|xed.
TABLE3. - ENGINEASSUMPTIONS
ENGINETYPE(a) NOMINAL CRUISEPOWER OVERHAUL COOLINGDRAG FUEL, PROPELLER
CRITICAL SEI'FING COST % A/C DRAG TYPEICOST EFFICIENCY
ALTITUDE % POWER/RIT(°F) (b) (AIRPLANESONLY) ($1GAL)
FT
S.I.Reclp
Current(Baseline)
- Nat. Aspirated 0 70 0.43 10 AvGas/l.lO 0.87
Turbocharged 18 DO0 i / lO AvGas/l.lO
Advanced 21 DO0 _i _ 5.0 AvGas/l.]OVeryAdvanced 21 000 _ 3.5 Jet AII.O0 JL
Diesel
Advanced 17 000 70 0.43 5.0 Oet A/1.O0 0.87
Very Advanced 17 000 70 0.43 3.5 Oet A/1.O0 0.87
Rotary
Advanced 20 000 75 0.43 3.5 Oet A/1.O0 0.88
Very Advanced 20 000 75 0.43 0 Jet All.DO 0,88
Turbine Engines
Advanced 2140(c) 0.376 0 Jet A/I.O0 0.89
(a)Alladvancedpositivedisplacementenginesare turbocharged.
(b)Fractlonof initialllstprice(O.E.M.cost. 0.6).
(C)TyplcalGATErotorinlettemperature.
TABLE4. - MISSIONASSUMPTIONS
T.O.**
Payload Altitude, Speed, Range, Distance, WIS,_
Mission Airplane (Incl.Pilot),lb AR Ft Kts N. Miles ft Ib/ft=
I Single2-PLTrainer 455 8 lO000 110 500 1100 10
2 Single4-PLUtillty 800 8 10000 130 600 1600 20
m
3 Single4-PLUtility* 800 12 16000 160 800 1600 35
4 Single4-PLUtillty* 800 12 25000 210 1400 1600 40
5 Single6-PLUtlllty 1200 8 10000 180 600 1800 25
6 Single6-PLHl-Perf 1200 8 25000 250 1000 2200 35
l Slngle6-PLHi-Perf* 1200 12 40000 340 1600 2400 45
8 Twin4-PL Light* BOO 10 25000 300 1400 1600 45
g Twin6-PLMedium 1200 8 10000 230 1100 1700 30
10 Twin6-PLBusiness* 1200 10 25000 270 1600 2200 50
m,
11 Twin8-PLExecutive* 1600 10 45000 380 1700 2500 60
12 Slngle4-PLHelicopter 800 -- 2000 110 300 6000*** --
13 Twln6-PLHellcopter 1200 -- 2000 130 500 10000*** --
* FuturisticAircraft& Missions **Overa 35 FootObstacle
EmptyWeightReducedby 15% FuselagePressureMaintainedat 8000 Ft. Air.
ZeroLiftDragReducedby 15%
EnginesLocatedInsideFuselage ***HoverCeillngOut of GroundEffect
FullSpanFowlerFlaps
TABLEAi. - SENSITIVITYFOR MISSION1,A 2-PLACETRAINER
WL = 455 Ib H • 1000OftV = 110kts R= 500N.M. W/S = I0 Ib/ft2
{ 1980Recip TOC* =$50000 AC* =$24000 Wf* = 1901b SHP*= 137 "I
BENEFITSREL.TO 1980 RECIP. BASELINEASSUMPTIONS
_ATOC , _Z_AC _z_Wf SHP SFC We C_ MC
Adv.S.I. Recip 8.9 - 5.3 22.6 124 .365 I.B6 46.45 3.62
VeryAdv.S. I. Recip 18.2 0.8 32.6 I17 .339 1.57 46.62 3.40
Adv.Rotary 18.3 4.4 24.7 107 .386 1.50 46.57 3.07
VeryAdv. Rotary 33.1 13.2 42.6 96 .336 1.00 46.70 1.95
Adv.Diesel 17.6 - 2.2 24.7 121 .365 1.62 47.26 2.77
VeryAdv. Diesel 26.0 2.6 37.9 I15 .326 1.45 47.60 2.31
Adv.Turboprop (SHPto smallto model) ........
SENSITIVITYCOEFFICIENTS(% _ PERA)
_TOC- _TOC _TOC. _TOC _TOC _TOC _AC _AC _AC _AC _Wf __
aWe bCe 6MC C_ &CO 6SFC _ee _ aCO _SFC
S.I. 98. 8.4 0.47 5.0 148. 0.53 41. II.3 0.90 0.60 236. 7.1 0.77
Rotary 97. 6.4 0.33 4.9 129. 0.57 33. 9.5 0.81 0.59 195. 5.0 0.75
Diesel 89. 7.I 0.35 4.9 137. 0.60 37. 10.8 0.B7 0.60• Z14. 4.2 0_70
Turboprop ..........................
TOC - TotalOwnershipCost,S SFC - SpecificFuelConsumption,Ib/HP-Hr
AC - AcquisitionCost, $ We - EngineWeight,Ib/HP "
Wf - Weightof Fuel,Ib Ce - EngineCost,$/HP
Cf - FuelCost,$/Ib MC - EngineMaintenanceCost,S/FlightHr
CD - CoolingDrag;%A/CDrag
TABLEA2o - SENSITIVITYFOR MISSION2, A 4-PLACEUTILITY
WL = 800 lb H • 10000 ft V = 130 kts R • 600 N.M. W/S = 20 lb/ft 2
TOC*= $76000 AC* • $41000 - 270 lb SHP* = 2001980 Recip Wf*
BENEFITSREL.TO 1980RECIP. BASELINEASSUMPTIONS
I%Z_TOC _Z_AC %AWf SliP SFC We Ce MC
Adv. S.I.Recip 6.9 -5.1 20.4 185 .363 1.59 43.23 5.44
VeryAdv.S. I. Recip 14.2 -1.6 28.9 178 .337 1.35 43.52 5.23
Adv.Rotary 14.3 0.4 20.0 164 .384 1.37 44.36 4.54
VeryAdv.Rotary 26.3 5.9 35.6 152 .334 0.914 44.88 3.01
Adv.Diesel 14.7 -3.9 21.1 183 .363 1.45 43.37 4.05
VeryAdv.Diesel 21.1 -1.1 31.9 177 .324 1.31 43.60 3.46
Adv. Turboprop 23.2 3.1 7.4 140 .525 .798 45.53 1.92
SENSITIVITYCOEFFICIENTS(% A PERA)
r_TOC _TOC aTOC _TOC _TOC _TOC _AC _AC _AC 6AC _W£ _
6W--e--_Ce _MC _ _CD _ _e _Ce aCD &SFC _We 6co
S.I. 82. 5.8 0.45- 3.3 144. 0.60 23. 7.7 0.78 0.43 233. 5.8 0.87
Rotary 73. 4.7 0.33 3.3 132. 0.48 20. 7.1 0.72 0.40 205. 4.7 0.68
Diesel 77. 5.0 0.34 3.3 137. 0.50 31. 7.1 0.77 0.40 218. 5.5 0.77
Turhooroo 66. 5.1 0.29 3.3 172. -- 20. 7.0 0.61 -- 206. 7.6 --
TOC- Total _vnership Cost, $ SFC- Specific Fuel Consumption, lb/HP-Hr
AC - AcquisitionCost,$ We - EngineWeight,Ib/HP "
Wf - Weightof Fuel,Ib Ce - EngineCost,$/HP
Cf - FuelCost,$/Ib MC - EngineMaintenanceCost,S/FlightHr
CD - CoolingDrag;%A/C Drag
TABLEA3. - SENSITIVITYFOR MISSION3, A 4-PLACEUTILITY
WL = 800 lb H • 16000ft V = 160 kts R = 800 N.M. W/S - 35 Iblft2
1I "1980 Reclp TOC*= $85000 AC* = $44000 Wf* = 323Ib SHP* = 211
BENEFITSREL.TO 1980RECIP. BASELINEASSUMPTIONS
. _ATOC _/kAC _AWf SHP SFC W_ Ce . MC
Adv.S.I.Recip 18.4 5.3 26.2 193 .363 1.58 42.92 5.69
VeryAdv.S. I. Reclp 24.3 7.6 33.4 187 .336 1.33 43.13 5.50
Adv.Rotary 24.5 9.2 25.6 173 .384 1.36 43.89 4.75
VeryAdv.Rotary 34.6 12.9 39.0 162 I .334 .901 44.32 3.19
Adv.Diesel 25.3 5.9 26.9 192 .363 1.44 42.94 4.23
VeryAdv. Dlesel 30.8 7.9 36.2 186 .323 1.31 43,24 3.63
Adv. Turboprop 27.7 4.9 6.8 171 .554 .723 43.89 2.33
SENSITIVITYCOEFFICIENTS(% A PER A)
_TOC _TOC _TOC 6TOC_TOC _ _AC _AC _AC 6AC _ __
s_ _ _ _MC _ _CD _ "_ee_e 6CD _SFC c_
S.I. 74. 3.1 0.45 2.9 132. 0.51 2i. 3.8 0.78 0.39 214. 3.8 0.67
Rotary 67. 2.2 0.33 2.9 123. 0.42 18. 3.3 0.72 0.37 194. 3.7 0.64
Diesel 69. 2.6 0.34 3.0 127. 0.39 18. 3.7 0.77 0.36 203. 3.7 q.67
Turboprop 71. 2.4 0.29 2.9 169. -- 31. 3.4 0.61 -- 214. 2.9 --
TOC -Tota] OwnershipCost,$ SFC - SpecificFuelConsumption,Ib/HP-Hr
AC - AcquisitionCost,$ We - EngineWeight,Ib/HP ,
Wf - Weightof Fuel,lb Ce - EngineCost, $/NP
Cf - FuelCost,$/Ib MC - EngineMaintenanceCost,S/FllghtHr
CD - CoolingDrag;%A/CDrag
i
TABLEA4. - SENSITIVITYFOR MISSION4, 4-PLACEUTILITY
W = 800 lb H - 25000 ft V • 210 kts R = 3400 N.H. W/S • 40 lb/ft 2L
J1980 Recip TOC*- $137000 AC*- $70000 gf*- 723 lb SHP*- 365I
BENEFITSREL.TO 1980RECIP. BASELINEASSUMPTIONS
_oZ_TOC _Z_AC _AWf SHP SFC We Ce MC
Adv.S.I.Reclp 22.3 10.3 28.4 325 .359 1.39 40.00 9.88
VeryAdv.S. I. Recip 29.3 14.1 36.4 310 .333 1.17 40.00 9.38
Adv.Rotary 30.4 15.5 27.9 • 289 .380 1.18 40.00 7.54
VeryAdv. Rotary 41.4 21.3 42.0 266 .331 .lg7 40.00 5.03
Adv.Diesel 30.2 11.5 27.1 322 .370 1.22 40.00 6.85
Very Adv. Diesel 36.3 14.8 37.1 309 .331 1.11 40.00 5.84
Adv. Turboprop 34.3 5.8 25.9 339 .456 .590 40.00 4.71
SENSITIVITYCOEFFICIENTS(% A PER A)
_TOC _TOC _TOC 6TOC _TOC _TOC _AC _AC _AC 6AC _Wf 6Wf _Wf
&W_ aCe 6MC &Cf &CD _ _ee C_ee _CD _SFC
S.I.Recip 91. 4.8 0.45 1.8 136. 0.67 44. 6.5 0.83 0.58 212. 4.3 0.73
Rotary 76. 2.7 0.31 1.8 123. 0.47 35. 4.7 0.75 0.42 191. 4.1 0.73
Diesel 85. 3.8 0.34 1.8 129. 0.55 42. 5.4 0.80 0.52 208. 3.8 0.73
Turboprop 74, 6,1 0.39 1.8 143. -- 44. 11.3 0.89 -- 192. 6.1 --
TOC - TotalOwnershipCost,$ SFC - SpecificFuelConsumption,Ib/HP-Hr
AC - AcquisitionCost,$ We - EngineWeight,Ib/HP
Wf - Weightof Fuel,lb Ce - EngineCost,$/HP
Cf - FuelCost, S/Ib MC - EngineMaintenanceCost,S/FlightHr
CD - CoolingDrag;%A/C Drag
TABLEAS. - SENSITIVITYFOR MISSIONS, A 6-PLACEUTILITY
WL = 1200Ib H = 10000ft V = 180 kts R = 600 N.M. W/S- 25 lblft2
11980 Recip TOC* - $136000 AC* = $84000 Wf* = 3391b SHP*- 342 1
BENEFITSREL.TO 1980RECIP. BASELINEASSUMPTIONS
_Z_TOC _AAC _L_Wf SHP SFC We C€ MC
Adv.S.I.Recip 8.2 -2.4 21.2 312 .360 1.40 40.00 9.44
VeryAdv.S. I. Recip 16.0 1.6 30.7 297 .333 1.18 40.00 8.93
Adv.Rotary 17.4 3.6 22.1 274 .381 1.20 40.00 7.15
VeryAdv.Rotary 29.0 9.3 38.1 250 .331 .808 40.00 4.73
Adv.Diesel 17.4 -0.2 23.0 306 .359 1.25 40.00 6.53
VeryAdv. Diesel 23.6 2.5 33.9 294 .320 1.13 40.00 5.56
Adv. Turboprop 26.2 7.4 12.7 231 .496 .608 40.99 3.11
SENSITIVITYCOEFFICIENTS(% A PERA)
_TOC 6TOC 6TOC 6TOC _TOC T_ _AC _AC _AC 6AC _Wf ___ _Wf
S_ &We aCe _MC C_ _C0 _ W_ee _e 6CD _SFC 6VIe _CD
S.I.Reclp 80. 7.8 0.42 1.8 137. 0.67 21. 9.6 0.67 0.47 224. 7.8 0.80
.
Rotary 70. 6.1 0.31 1.8 124. 0.47 .17. 7.5 0.60 0.31 200. 5.4 D.BO
Diesel 75. 6.4 0.32 1.8 131. 0.47 18. 8.8 0.65 0.33 214. 7.0 0.80
Turboprop 63. 5.6 0.26 1.8 155. -, 36. 8.0 0.52 -- 205. 7,2 --
Toc - TotalOwnershipCost,$ SFC - SpecificFuel Consumption,Ib_HP-Hr
AC - AcquisitionCost,$ We - EngineWeight,Ib/HP
Wf - Weightof Fuel,Ib Ce - EngineCost, $/HP
Cf - FuelCost, $/]b MC - EngineMaintenanceCost,S/FllghtHr
CD - CoolingDrag;%A/CDrag
• J
T_LEA6 SENSITIVITYFORMISSION6,A6P_CE.I-PERFOR_NCE
,_. ,_OOlb.-_ooo,_ v.2_ok_sR-IoooN._.w/S-351b/ft2
!19_0_eotp _0:*_S_4_ODDAC*-S15_OOOWf'_73,lb SN,-5_91
BENEFITSREL.TO 1980RECIP. BASELINEASSUMPTIONS
• %ATOC %/\AC %_Wf SHP SFC We C_ MC
Adv.S.I.Recip 24.3 12.8 32.3 493 .354 1.39 40.00 15.90
VeryAdv.S. I. Recip 32.2 18.2 41.5 462 .328 1.16 40.00 14.76
Adv.Rotary 35.3 21.2 35.0 420 .376 1.03 40.00 10.96
VeryAdv. Rotary 45.7 27.5 49.1 378 .328 .926 40.00 7.15
Adv.Diesel 34.9 18.2 34.3 468 .366 1.01 40.00 9.97
VeryAdv. Diesel 40.5 21.3 44.0 446 .327 .704 40.00 8.44
Adv.Turboprop 38.6 15.6 33.4 495 .526 .549 40.00 7.20
SENSITIVITYCOEFFICIENTS(% a PER A)
_TOC 6TOC 6TOC 6TOC _TOC T_ _AC _AC _AC 6AC _Wf _Wf 6Wf
s_ awe _Ce _MC _ _C0 S_ _ee C_ee aCD _SFC
F " .... " .....
S.I.Recip 83. I0.0 0.36 1.0 I16. 0.67 38. 12.6 0.59 0.53 203. 8.7 0.80
Rotary 67. 6.8 0.25 1.0 101. 0.45 29. 9.5 0.51 0.41 173. 6.1 0.65
Diesel 74. 7.6 0.26 1.0 108. 0.47 34. 10.8 0.56 0.47 191 7.0 0,67
Turboprop 66. 10.5 0.31 1.0 117. -- 34. 16.7 0.61 -- 187. 11.4 --
TOC - TotalOwnershipCost,$ SFC - SpecificFuelConsumption,Ib]HP-Hr
AC - AcquisitionCost,$ We - EngineWeight,lb/HP
Wf - Weightof Fuel,Ib Ce - EngineCost, $/HP
Cf - FuelCost,$/Ib MC - EngineMaintenanceCost,S/FllghtHr
CD - CoolingDrag;%A/C Drag
TABLEA7. - SENSITIVITYFOR MISSION7*, A 6 PLACEHI-PERF
WL = 1400 lb H = 40000 ft V " 340 kts R = 1600 N.M. W/S " 45 lb/ft 2
( ADVANCEDTURBOPROP TOC*= $188000 AC*= $168000 Wf*= 572 Ib SHP* " 827(
BENEFITSREL.TO ADV.TP BASELINEASSUMPTIONS
% ATOC % AAC % AWf SHP SFC We Ce MC
Very AdvancedS.I. Rectp 6.9 21.0 8.6 486 0.327 1.16 40'00 15.66
Wtth Idealized
Turbocharger
Very AdvancedS.l. Reclp 1.2 17_3 6.8 552 0,327 1.16 40.00 17.35
Wlth21 000 Ft Critical
Turbocharger
AdvancedTurboprop 0 0 0 827 0.386 0.464 40.00 12.gl
SENSITIVITYCOEFFICIENTS(% A PERA)
6TOC 6TOC 6TOC 6TOC 6TOC 6TOC 6AC 6AC 6AC 6AC 6Wf 6Wf 6Wf
6SFC 6We 6Ce 6MC 6Of 6C-'-D"6SFC _ _ 6C---D 6SFC 6W'--e 6C--'0
S.I. Recfp** 102 10.4 O.SO 1.3 157 O.B2 38 11.3 0.53 0.64 341 14.4 1.12
Turboprop 95 21.5 0.69 i.3 154 .... 45 24.1 0.94 .... 311 18.0 ....
TOC- Total OwnershipCost, $ SFC. Specific Fuel Consumption, lb/HP-Nr
AC - AcquisitionCost,$ W, - Englne'Welght,Ib/MP
Wf - Weightof Fuel,Ib C_ - EngineCost,$/HP
Cf - FuelCost,$/Ib MC- - EngineMaintenanceCost,$/Flf_htHr
CO - CoolingDrag;% AIC Drag
*AdvancedTurbopropBaselineEngine.
**Basedon VeryAdvancedS.I.R.wlthIdealizedTurbocharger.
TABLEA8. - SENSITIVITYFOR MISSION8, A 4-PLACELIGHTTWIN
WL = 800 Ib H = 25000ft V = 300 kts R = 1400N.M. W/S = 45 Iblft2
I1980 Recip TOC* = $264000 AC* = $179000 Wf*- 896 Ib SHP*= 3081
BENEFITSREL.TO 1980RECIP. BASELINEASSUMPTIONS
%_TOC _AC %z_Wf SHP SFC ge C¢ MC
Adv.S.I.Recip 22.8 I0.5 31.6 265 .361 1.44 40.00 15.68
VeryAdv.S. I. Recip 29.9 14.4 40.0 250 .335 1.21 40.00 14.68
Adv. Rotary 29.9 14.7 32.3 233 .381 1.26 40.85 12.30
VeryAdv.Rotary 40.6 20.3 47.1 209 .333 .849 40.00 8.06
Adv.Diesel 28.9 II.2 29.9 263 .372 1.32 40.00 II.20
VeryAdv. Diesel 35.1 14.6 40.5 249 .333 1.20 40.00 9.42
Adv.Turboprop 33.2 8.8 26.7 261 .459 .601 40.00 7.05
SENSITIVITYCOEFFICIENTS(% A PER A)
_TOC _TOC _TOC _TOC _TOC _TOC _AC _AC _AC _AC _W£.._ _Wf _Wf
_ _Ce _MC _ _CD _ W_ee _Ce 6CD _SFC _We 6CD
S,I,Recip 83. 7.0 0.38 0.93 117. 0.54 35. 7.8 0.53 0.34 203. 5.7 0.74
Rotary 70. 5.2 0.25 0.97 103. 0.40 30. 6.5 0.47 0.31 182. 5.2 0.71
Diesel 75. 5.7 0.27 0.96 109. 0.42 35. 8.0 0.51 0.34 200. 7.4 0.71
Turboprop 74. 7.6 0.32 0.97 129. -- 52. 10.7 0.56 -- 207. 8.4 -r
TOC - Total OwnershipCost,$ SFC - SpecificFuel Consumption,Ib/HP-Hr
AC - AcquisitionCost, $ We - EngineWeight,Ib/HP
Wf - Weightof Fuel,Ib Ce - EngineCost, $/HP
Cf - FuelCost, $/Ib MC - EngineMaintenanceCost,S/FlightHr
CD - CoolingDrag; %A/CDrag
T_LE Ag. - SENSITIVITYFOR MISSION9, A 6-PLACEMEDIUMl_IN
WL'I_OOIbN-IOOOOftV-23OktsRo1100N...WIS-3OIb.t2
11980Reclp TOC*-S37SOO0AC*=S253000Wf*-1324Ib SliP*-493]
BENEFITSREL.TO 19BORECIP. BASELINEASSUMPTIONS
%ATOC _Z_AC _Wf SHP SFC We C¢ MC
Adv.S.I.Recip 9.7 - 1.1 23.6 450 .356 1.38 40.00 28.64
VeryAdv.S. I. Reclp 19.3 4.7 34.7 419 .329 1.16 40.00 26.45
Adv. Rotary 21.9 6.8 26.5 3_ .377 1.07 40.00 20.04
Very Adv.Rotary 34.6 13.8 43.6 345 .329 .726 40.00 13.05
Adv.Diesel 23.9 5.5 29.2 415 .356 1.01 40.00 17.68
Very Adv. Diesel 30.8 9.3 40.7 393 .317 .991 40.00 14.86
Adv. Turboprop 36.1 15.0 27.7 282 .455 .627 40.00 7.67
SENSITIVITYCOEFFICIENTS(g e PER A)
_TOC bTOC _TOC -aTOC "_TOC T_LT_O_C_AC _AC _AC 6AC _W_f._ _ _Wf
6We ace 6MC _ 6C0 _ _e _Ce 6CO &-SFC c_
S.I. Recip 106. 12.2 0.45 0.67 132. 0.16 57. 12.6 0.66 0.58 240. 14.8 0.91
Rotary 89. 9.7 0.34 0.67 115. 0.57 47. II.7 0.59 0.51 211. II.0 0.79
Diesel 98. 8.1 0.33 0.66 121. 0.52 51. 9.8 0.63 0.42 228. 8.7 Q.70
T_urboprop 85, 7.6 0.28 0.57 128. -- 82. I0.2 0.53 -- 220. 8.9 --
TOC - TotalOwnershipCost,$ SFC - SpecificFuelConsumption,Ib/HP-Hr
AC - AcquisitionCost,$ We - EngineWeight,Ib/HP
Wf - Weightof Fuel,Ib Ce - EngineCost,$/HP
Cf - FuelCost,$/1b MC - EngineMaintenanceCost,S/FlightHr
CD - CoolingDrag;%A/C Drag
I
TABLEAIO. - SENSITIVITYFORMISSION10, A 6-PLACEBUSINESSTWIN
WL= 1200 lb H= 25000 ft V = 270 kts R = 1600 N.M, W/S = 50 lb/ft 2
11980Re tp TOC*-S311000AC*-S233000 f*-1214lb SHP*-323I
BENEFITS REL.TO 1980RECIP. BASELINEASSUMPTIONS
%Z_TOC %Z_AC _Wf SHP SFC WR Ce MC
Adv.S.I.Reclp 19.8 7.8 30.6 278 .361 1.42 40.00 16.51
Very Adv. S. I. Recip 26.1 10.8 39.2 263 .334 1.20 40.00 15.56
Adv. Rotary 26.3 11.4 30.7 246 .381 1.24 40.22 12.87
Very Adv. Rotary 35.6 15.4 45.6 221 .332 .839 41.51 8.48
Adv. Diesel 25.5 8.4 29.2 276 .371 1.30 40.00 11.77
VeryAdv. Diesel 30.9 11.4 39.7 262 .332 1.18 40.00 9.92
Adv.Turboprop 28.0 6.1 23.1 289 .471 .601 40.00 7.89
SENSITIVITYCOEFFICIENTS(% A PERA)
_TOC - 6TOC _TOC 6TOC _TOC _ _AC _AC _AC 6AC _ _
6We _ _MC _Cf _CD _ _e _ 6CD _SFC _-- 6C0
S.I.Reclp 76. 5.2 0.33 0.82 I07. 0.48 29. 5.2 0.44 0.27 214 6.5 0.73
Rotary 64. 4.0 0.23 0.81 96. 0.37 24. 4.6 0.39 0.25 188. 5.3 0.62
Diesel 71. 5.7 0.25 0,82 I01. 0.39 26. 5.0 0.43 0.27 203. 5.6 0.67
Turboprop 66. 5.8 0.29 0.77 121. -- 29. 7.5 0.48 -- 207 7.5 --
TOC - Total_vnershipCost,$ SFC - SpecificFuelConsumption,Ib/HP-Hr
AC - AcquisitionCost,$ We - EngineWeight,Ib/HP
Wf - Weightof Fuel,Ib Ce - EngineCost,$/HP
Cf - FuelCost,$/Ib MC - EngineMaintenanceCost,S/FlightHr
CD - CoolingDrag;%A/CDrag
TABLEA11.- SENSITIVITYFOR MISSION11",A 8 PLACEEXECUTIVE
WL = 1800Ib H-45000 ft V - 380 kts R = 1700N,M. W/S = 60 Iblft2
( ADVANCEDTURBOPROP TOC*- $460000 AC*- $471000 Wf*-I069 lb SHP*-973 J
BENEFITSREL.TO ADV.TP BASELINEASSUMPTIONS
i- % ATOC % AAC % _Wf SHP SFC We Ce MC
VeryAdvancedS.I.Recip 13.9 23.4 7.4 461 0.33 1.16 40.00 29.46
With Idealized
Turbocharger
Very AdvancedS.I. Rectp 1.2 15.3 -0.6 617 0.33 1.16 40.00 41.12
With21 DO0Ft Critical
Turbocharger
AdvancedTurboprop 0 0 0 973 0.373 0.421 40.00 31.13
SENSITIVITYCOEFFICIENTS(% A PER_)
.......6TOC _TOC 6TOC 6TOC _TOC 6TOC 6AC 6AC 6AC _AC _Wf _l_f 6Mr
6SFC 6We 6Ce 6MC 6Cf 6CD 6SFC 6We 6Ce 6CD 6SFC 6We 6CD
S.I. Recip** 119 8.7 0.38 0.52 125 0.67 53 7.1 0.41 0.40 335 13.6 1.17
104 28.9 0.66 0.52 122 .... 47 29.9 0.85 306 27.6 ....
TOC- Total Ownership Cost, $ SFC- Specific Fuel Consumption,lb/HP-Hr
AC - AcquisitionCost, $ We - EngineWeight,Ib/HP
Wf - Weightof Fuel,Ib Ce - EngineCost, $/HP "
Cf - FuelCost,$11b MC - EngineMaintenanceCost,S/FllghtHr
CD - CoollngDrag;% A/C Drag
*AdvancedTurbopropBasellneEngine.
**Basedon VeryAdvancedS.I.R.wlthIdeallzedTurbocharger.
TABLEAI2. - SENSITIVITYFORMISSION12, A 4-PLACEHELICOPTER
WL = 800 Ib H = 2000 ft - V= I00 kts R- 300 N.M. W/S ....
11980 Recip TOC*= $213000 AC*= $106000 gf*- 245 Ib SHP*- 354 l
! I
BENEFITSREL.TO 1980RECIP. BASELINEASSUMPTIONS
%ATOC %Z_AC _Z_Wf SHP SFC Wp Ce M£:
Adv.S.I.Recip 6.9 1.8 i6.6 348 .359 1.42 40.00 10.67
VeryAdv.S. I. Recip 13.6 4.2 24.8 338 .332 1.20 40.00 10.33
Adv.Rotary 13.8 4.1 14.8 338 .379 1.12 40.00 8.80
VeryAdv.Rotary 22.2 7.9 29.2 322 .329 .745 40.00 6.10
Adv.D|ese] 15.9 3.8 18.7 339 .358 1.19 40.00 7.22
VeryAdv. Diesel 20.0 5.5 29.2 333 .319 1.07 40.00 6.29
Adv. Turboshaft 21.3 13.8 -12.8 261 .526 .476 40.00 3.43
.............. ..... SENSITIVITYCOEFFICIENTS(% A PERA)
&TOC _TOC 6TOC 6TOC _TOC _TOC _AC _AC _AC 6AC _Wf _Wf _wf._
&We _Ce _MC _ &CO _ _-We _Ce 6CD _SFC _We 6CO
S.I.Reclp 51. 9.5 0.50 1.17 92. -- 15.4 8.4 0.83 -- 236. 8.3 --
Rotary 47. 8.0 0.41 1.17 85. -- 13.9 7.6 0.79 -- 224. 7.8 --
Diesel 49. 8.2 0.43 1.17 88. -- 14.1 8.0 0.82 -- 233. 6.3 --
Turboprop 51. 8.9 0.33 1.17 122. -- 18.6 8.6 0.64 -- 231. 12.2 --
TOC - Total OwnershipCost,$ SFC - SpecificFuelConsumption,Ib/HP-Hr
AC - AcquisitionCost,$ We - EngineWeight,Ib/HP
Wf Weightof Fuel, Ib Ce - EngineCost, $/HP
Cf - FuelCost,$/Ib MC - EngineMaintenanceCost,S/FlightHr
CD - CoolingDrag;%A/C Drag
TABLEA13. - SENSITIVITYFORMISSION13, A 6-PLACETWINHELICOPTER
WL = 1200Ib H = 2000ft V = 130 kts R = 500 N.M. W/S ....
11980 Reclp TOC*-$503000 AC"-$246000 Wf"-g23 ib SHP*- 398 (
BENEFITSREL.TO 1980 RECIP. BASELINEASSUMPTIONS
i_oZSTOC %LSAC _Wf SHP SFC We Ce MC
Adv.S.I. Recip 16.0 7.3 25.8 367 .358 1.41 40.00 22.73
VeryAdv.S. I. Recip 23.8 lO.g 34.1 352 .331 1.18 40.00 21.63
Adv.Rotary 23.3 10.4 24.7 353 .378 1.10 40.00 18.44
VeryAdv. Rotary 32.8 15.8 38.6 330 .32g .738 40.00 12.50
Adv. Diesel 25.5 10.2 28.5 358 .357 1.17 40.00 15.10
VeryAdv.DieseI 30.2 12.8 38.0 344 .319 1.06 40.00 13.00
Adv. Turboshaft 27.8 14.5 7.1 328 .485 .488 40.00 8.87
SENSITIVITYCOEFFICIENTS(% 6 PER A)
&TOC &TOC 6TOC 6TOC _TOC _TOC _AC _AC _AC 6AC '6Wf _WS_"_-_ &We _Ce 6Me _ &CD _ _ee _ 6CO _SFC
S.I. Recip 65. 11.6 _0.44 0.50 119. -- 32"i ii.o o.75 -- 216. 8.9 --
..
Rotary 58. 9.6 0.36 0.50 104. -- 28.3 9'8 0.71 -- 202. 8.2 --
Diesel 61. 10.3 0.37 0.50 110. -- 29.7 i0.5 0.73 -- 209. 8.3 ,-
Turboprop 6g. 14.1 0.35 0.50 166. -- 41.3 14.8 0.70 -- 218. 15.7 ,--
TOC - TotalOwnershipcost,$ SFC - SpecificFuel Consumption,Ib/HP-Hr
AC - AcquisitionCost,$ We - EngineWeight,Ib/HP
Wf - Weightof Fuel, Ib Ce - EngineCost,$/HP
Cf - FuelCost,$/Ib MC - EngineMaintenanceCost,S/FlightHr
CD - CoolingDrag;%A/C Drag
j
TABLEA14. - ESTII_TEDANDACTUALVALUESOFNISSION10 AIRCRAFT
IMPROVENENTSFORVERYADVANCEDTECHNOLOGYENGINES. ESTIMATES
DERIVEDFROMADVANCEDTECHNOLOGYBASELINEVALUES
PLUSSENSITIVITYDATAOFTABLEAIO
Estimated Value Actual Value
S.I.R. % eTOC 28.2 26.1
S.I.R. %_AC 10.0 1o.8
S.I.R.% _Wf 38.9 39.2
Diesel% ATOC 31.0 30.9
Diesel% AAC 10.4 11.0
Diesel% 6Wf 3B.B 39.7
Rotary% ATOC 35.6 35.6
Rotary% AAC 14.9 15.4
Rotary% AWf 44.2 45.6
.........• .... ..,.,_ .... _...° ,_ °.............
Current Technology AdvancedTechnology Veryadvancedtechnology
• Nat. aspir, below10000ft •Turbocompound- all altitudes -Turbocompound_ all altitudes
• Turbochargedover10000ft • Lean-burn • Stratifiedcharge
,,Homogeneouscharge • Homogeneouscharge *Multifuel
• AvGAS •AvGAS ,650/ocoolingdragreduction
• Coolingdrag- 10%of totalA/C ,50"/ocoolingdragreduction
Figure1. - Designfeaturesfor spark-ignitedreciprocating(SIR)engine. All designspresented
arefour-strokewith horizontallyopposedcylinders.
AdvancedTechnology VeryAdvancedTechnology
• Stratifiedcharge • Stratifiedcharge
• Multifuel capability • Multifuel capability
• Turbocharged • VATturbocharged/pressurecompounded
• Liquidcooled(6.5%drag • Liquidcooled(zerocoolingdrag)
reduction) • Retractingapexseals
• Conventionalapexdrag
Figure2. - Designfeaturesfor advancedrotary engines.
'\
C-79-537
AdvancedTechnology VeryAdvancedTechnology
• Radialdesign • Radialdesign
• Two-strokecycle • Two-strokecycle
• Limitedcooling(.50%drag * Limitedcooling(65%drag
reduction) reductbn)
• Turbocharged(7.25:1P/P • Turbocharged(g:l P/Pat
at 25000ft) 25000ft)
• Conventionalcombustor • Catalyticcombustorin
in T.C. loop T.C. loop
• Conventionallubrication • Syntheticoil
Figure3. - Designfeaturesfor lightweightdieselengines.
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Figure 4.• Diesel BSFC penalty resulting from
fuel burned In the turbocharger loop.
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Figure 18. - Helicopter Improvement potential.
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